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Introduction 
Ocean actively changes heat with atmosphere at ocean 
SU巾皿 Theexchanged heat田transport凶 bygeneral 
ocean and atmospheric ci『culationsat a global scale 
S川崎 theexchanging and t間間関巾ngprocesses play 
imJ拍rtantroles for global climate, it陪 quiteimpoはantto 
estimate the fluxes between atmosphere and ocean in 
order to unde同tandthe mechanism of changes in global 
climate. 
Indonesia area is only as the wo刊d’onlylow latrtude inter 
ocean conduit and these area e宵ectedclimate phenomena 
to global climate and Heat flux is contribute to the 
phenomena. Indonesia has Climate 3 patterns (Aldrian 
and Susanto, 2003) with quit different pattern. 
This study has used o伺 ansurfa伺 fluxdatase恰 fromJ・
OFURO 2 and rainfal from TRMM satellite data during 8 
yea悶 from1998 to 2006 by mainly using satellite da旭川
Indonesia sea area目Heatflux or thermal flux is the rate of 
heat energy transfer through a given surfa。eNet Heat 
flux is the sum LHF, SHF, SWR and LWR. Where LHF is 
latent heat flux, SHF is Se附 bleheat flux, SWR is short 
radiation, and LWR is long wave radiation (Algorithm: 
COARE 3.0). LWR, LHF, and SHF are depend on Sea 
surface temperature 
Study on heat flux variability in Indonesia area回 nuse the 
statistical meth。dor Empirical 0巾 ogonalFunction (EOF). 
The statisti開 Ianalyses are used to determine pa陶 mot
heat flux, while the EOF analysis is done to analysis 
focuses ondetecting and quantifying dorr、inantpatterns in 
the data and their evolution in time and s岡田，aswell as 
how different patterns are related to each other. 
Data 
Date set name is J-OFURO version 2 with spatial 
resolution 1.0° x 1.0°. Monthly heat flux for 8 years (1998 to 
2006) was empl。yedIn this study. J・OFUROda国inciuded
Latent Heat Flux (LHF); Sensible Heat Flux (SHF); and Net 
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Figure 4. M町、出lyav町・geheat flux pa吐emin
Ind四噛S曲nIn陥ndSea. All th聞eheat flux showed 
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Figu聞 2.Monthly climatological mean of heat flux 
de刑制 fromth。J・OFUROda祖国関d on 
monthly composites 骨omJanuary 1998 to 
De情 mber2006.
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Summary 
The Relationship between Rainfal and Heat budget in seasonal change were studied 
from 1988 to 1996 around Indonesia sea. Heat flux was emited around India Ocean, 
Indonesia a聞 aand Pacific Ocean in annually (Dry season & rain season) SHF and LHF 
show big change in Pacific O四 an,the maximum valve of heat flux show in Pacific area 
LHF is bigger than SHF relati附tyLatent heat is a main factor to emit to heat from Ocean to 
Atmosphere ,n researched sea. Each flux (Net刊ux,long wave, Sensible heat, latent heat) 
show up田remi醐 onbetween O曲 anand Atmosphe陪 overthe ocean. Th陪 meanshow 。ceanheat was transfer問dto atmosphere continuously 
Yearty average of NHF ,n Pacific ocean, India ocean, Indonesia ocean are -989,52W/m2，ー
730.21W/m2，ー702.78W/m2, res問ctively.EOF analysis applied to heat flux (sensible 
he剖，Latentheat, Net flux) for 8 yea同骨・om1988 to 1996 (8 yea陪）.Mode-1: 16.2%, M。de-
2: 8.7%, Mode-3: 8.3%, Mode-4: 7.1% for Net flux. As a results, variation of Heat flux are 
notdominat凶 bysuch as big.events (ENSO, India Ocean 日poleand Mon回onelf，田 ts)
around Indonesia。cean(Pacifc, Indonesia, and Ind削） Heat flux pattern陪 mainlytwo 
patterns (India-Indonesia and Pacific) 
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Figu聞 7.Show m加肋ly
V町晒曲:,n of NHF, SHF, 
LHF, and annual m加山ly
averageolNHFlrom 1988 
to 2似)6.Totaly, NHF is 
emi蜘ed付。m Ocean to 
Atm osphere. 
Furtherm。re,the 
Indonesia Inland Sea 
(J酬 a,Bali,Su旧wesi)has
smaler heat flux variat』。n
compare to the open 
。伺anA加市副er・ashow 
LHF is covered from 
At何回司，here旬 Ocean.In 
Pacific Ocean, SHF was 
em耐ed針。m January to 
March. Annual monthly 
ave聞geof NHF sho糊 d
al a時aof Hea氏側ux喝
emitted f悶m O閣 制 to
刷町田叩he聞 曲 州 nu削剥y.
Esp・clallyPaci由carea 
show strong emiss旧n
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